ABSTRACT

The present invention discloses a butterfly match-line structure and a search method implemented thereby, wherein the parallelism of the match lines is increased to shorten the search time, and a butterfly-type connection is used to reduce the power consumption and achieve the best energy efficiency. Via the butterfly-type connection, information can be reciprocally transmitted between the parallel match lines, which are independent originally. When a miss case occurs, more succeeding memory cells will not be compared but will be turned off. Thereby, the power consumption is reduced. Further, XOR-based conditional keepers are used to reduce the matching time and the power consumption. Besides, such a circuit is also used to shorten the delay time of the butterfly-type connection.

11 Claims, 7 Drawing Sheets
1 BUTTERFLY MATCH-LINE STRUCTURE AND SEARCH METHOD IMPLEMENTED THEREBY

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a butterfly match-line structure and a search method implemented thereby, particularly to a butterfly match-line structure and a search method implemented thereby, which applies to a content-addressable memory to perform IP address search in a communication network.

2. Description of the Related Art
Many technologies have been proposed to reduce the power consumption of match lines. Among them, the method of reducing the capacitance and power consumption of match lines, which can reduce the capacitance and power consumption of match lines, was widely used in the past because it can effectively promote energy efficiency.

Further, some technologies parallelize the memory cells of match lines to solve the problem of high speed and achieve the compromise between speed and energy efficiency. The balance between speed and energy efficiency will be more critical in nanometric-scale circuits.

Accordingly, the Inventors are devoted to obtaining the solution of the abovementioned problem and propose a butterfly match-line structure and a search method implemented thereby.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The primary objective of the present invention is to provide a butterfly match-line structure and a search method implemented thereby, which can reduce the search time and power consumption of match lines at the same time.

Another objective of the present invention is to provide a butterfly match-line structure and a search method implemented thereby, wherein different parallel match lines are linked by a butterfly-type connection; as the control signal is directly obtained from the front stage, not too many logic gates need to be added.

Still another objective of the present invention is to provide a butterfly match-line structure and a search method implemented thereby, which utilizes XOR-based conditional keepers to reduce the delay time of the butterfly-type connection and achieve the best energy efficiency.

Further another objective of the present invention is to provide a butterfly match-line structure and a search method implemented thereby, which utilizes XOR-based conditional keepers to provide a noise-tolerant function for the dynamic circuit and eliminate unnecessary power consumption.

The present invention proposes a butterfly match-line structure and a search method implemented thereby, which apply to a content-addressable memory. In the present invention, a plurality of memory cells is allocated from the content-addressable memory, and hierarchical match lines are used to cascade the memory cells. Each pair of the diagonally neighboring memory cells of different match lines is linked to each other. In such a butterfly match-line structure, the first layer of memory cells is compared against an input signal; if the result is a match case, the next layer of memory cells is compared; if the results are always match cases, comparisons are performed successively until the last layer of memory cells; if a miss case occurs in one layer of memory cells, the comparing operation stops. Therefore, when the result of comparison is a miss case, more succeeding memory cells will not be compared but will be turned off.

The output of each match line is coupled to a XOR-based conditional keeper to reduce the delay time of the butterfly-type connection and achieve the best energy efficiency. The XOR-based conditional keeper can also provide a noise-tolerant function for the dynamic circuit and eliminate unnecessary power consumption.

The present invention utilizes a butterfly-type connection to link different parallel match lines. As the control signal is directly obtained from the front stage, not too many logic gates need to be added. Thus, the present invention can reduce the search time and power consumption of the match lines at the same time.

To enable the objectives, technical contents, characteristics and accomplishments of the present invention to be easily understood, the embodiments of the present invention are to be described in detail in cooperation with the attached drawings below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a diagram schematically showing the butterfly match-line structure according to a first embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 1A is a diagram schematically showing the comparing operation performed by the butterfly match-line structure according to a first embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 1B is another diagram schematically showing the comparing operation performed by the butterfly match-line structure according to a first embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a diagram schematically showing the architecture of the circuit of the butterfly match-line structure according to the present invention.

FIG. 3 is a diagram schematically showing the butterfly match-line structure according to a second embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4 is a diagram schematically showing the butterfly match-line structure according to a third embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 5 is a diagram schematically showing the butterfly match-line structure used with a router.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

With the development of IP v6, how to search with less power consumption without the penalty of search speed has become the focus of designing a content-addressable memory. The present invention is to realize such a design idea. The butterfly match-line structure and the search method implemented thereby proposed by the present invention pertains to a novel butterfly match-line structure to reduce the search time and the power consumption at the same time. The present invention mainly applies to the network-related products, which use a content-addressable memory to perform IP address search in a communication network, such as a router.

Several embodiments are used to exemplify the present invention in detail below. These embodiments are mainly different in the partition methods of match lines and memory cells and in the butterfly-type connection methods.

Refer to FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 for a first embodiment of the present invention. The present invention relates to a butterfly match-line structure applying to a content-addressable memory. A plurality of memory cells 12 is allocated from the
content-addressable memory, and hierarchical match lines are used to cascade the memory cells 12 with each pair of the diagonally neighboring memory cells 12 of different match lines linked to each other. In such a butterfly match-line structure, the first layer of memory cells 12 is compared against an input signal; if the result is a match case, the next layer of memory cells 12 is compared; if the results are always match cases, comparisons are performed successively until the last layer of memory cells 12; if a miss case occurs in one layer of memory cells 12, the comparing operation stops. The comparing method is exemplified with the first embodiment below.

Referring to FIG. 1A, signals are input to the 4-bit memory cells 12 at both sides for comparisons. If the result is a miss case, the comparing operation stops, and all the 6-bit memory cells 12 are turned off.

Referring to FIG. 1B, signals are input to the 4-bit memory cells 12 at both sides for comparisons. If the result is a match case, the next layer of 6-bit memory cells 12 is compared. As shown in FIG. 1B, if the result is a miss case, the information of missing will be crosswise transmitted between different match lines, and the succeeding layers of memory cells 12 will thus be turned off. Therefore, if a miss case occurs in one layer of 6-bit memory cells 12, the comparing operation will stop. Consequently, if the result of a comparison is a miss case, more succeeding memory cells 12 will not be compared but will be turned off. The memory cell 12 may be a 2N-bit one, and N is a positive integer. In other words, the memory cell 12 may be a 4-bit one, a 6-bit one, or an 8-bit one.

In this embodiment, the butterfly match-line structure is partitioned into sixteen 6-bit memory cells 12, and two 4-bit memory cells 12 are respectively allocated to both sides additionally. Such a design will not influence the spirit or claims of the present invention but will provide one more chance of comparison.

Referring to FIG. 2, the output of each hierarchical match line is coupled to a XOR-based conditional keeper 14, and the output of each XOR-based conditional keeper 14 is coupled to a OR-gate inverter 16. The OR-gate inverter 16 receives the information from two memory cells 12 and generates a control signal to determine whether the succeeding memory cells 12 operate. When one of the front-stage memory cells 12 has a miss case, a turn-off signal will be transmitted to all the succeeding memory cells 12. Obviously, the transmission delay, which is originally increased by the butterfly-type connection, is concealed in the XOR-based conditional keeper 14. Via the higher parallelism and the butterfly-type connection, the butterfly match-line structure with the XOR-based conditional keepers 14 can reduce the search time and the power consumption. Further, the XOR-based conditional keeper 14 not only can provide a noise-tolerant function for the dynamic circuit but also can reduce the comparing time and the power consumption at the same time to achieve the best energy efficiency.

In the first embodiment, one match-line set has two match lines, and two ends of the OR-gate inverter 16 respectively connect to two symmetric sets of match lines. From FIG. 1, it can be seen that the match lines of the first embodiment have higher parallelism than the conventional match lines, and the search time of the entire match lines is thus shortened. However, increasing independent parallel match lines will increase power consumption. Therefore, the butterfly-type connection is used in between two parallel match lines, thus, information can be reciprocally transmitted between two originally independent match lines, and the power consumption is reduced. If a miss case occurs in one stage, the information of missing will be passed down to the succeeding memory cells 12, and the succeeding comparing circuit will be turned off to avoid unnecessary power consumption.

Refer to FIG. 3 for a second embodiment of the present invention. The structure and comparing method of this embodiment are basically similar to those of the first embodiment. In this embodiment, a plurality of memory cells 12 is allocated from the content-addressable memory, and hierarchical match lines are used to cascade the memory cells 12 with each pair of the diagonally neighboring memory cells 12 of different match lines linked to each other. In such a butterfly match-line structure, if a miss case occurs in one layer of the memory cells 12, the comparing operation will stop. Refer to the comparing method of the first embodiment for that of the second embodiment since they are similar to each other.

It is to be noted that this embodiment is different from the first embodiment in that no additional memory cell 12 is allocated to both sides. In the second embodiment, one match-line set has two match lines, and two ends of the OR-gate inverter 16 respectively connect to two symmetric sets of match lines. As shown in FIG. 3, the butterfly match-line structure is partitioned into sixteen 8-bit memory cells 12. The 8-bit input is the high-input logic gate and has a longer delay time. However, a single match line has fewer stages in this embodiment. Thus, the search time of this embodiment is contrarily less than that of the first embodiment.

Referring to FIG. 4 for a third embodiment of the present invention. The partition method of this embodiment is basically similar to that of the first embodiment. However, the butterfly-type connection of this embodiment is different from that of the first embodiment. In this embodiment, the memory cells 12 interconnect as follows:

In the first and second layers, the diagonally-neighboring memory cells 12 of the first and second match lines are linked to each other, and the diagonally-neighboring memory cells 12 of the third and fourth match lines are linked to each other; in the second and third layers, the diagonally-neighboring memory cells 12 of the first and third match lines are linked to each other, and the diagonally-neighboring memory cells 12 of the second and fourth match lines are linked to each other; the cycle of the first and second layers plus the second and third layers is repeated in the succeeding layers until the last layer of memory cells 12 is coupled to the XOR-based conditional keepers 14.

In the third embodiment, the four parallel match lines have more associativity, and the connection of the four match lines is also more complicated. The critical delay time of the first and third embodiments is reduced from grade 11 to grade 4, and the critical delay time of the first embodiment is reduced from grade 11 to grade 4. The first embodiment has a simpler circuit layout and routing, and the second embodiment has a shorter search time, and the third embodiment has higher energy efficiency.

FIG. 5 shows the butterfly match-line structure 10 used with a router 20. In summary, the present invention has the following advantages:

1. The butterfly match-line structure proposed by the present invention can reduce the search time and power consumption at the same time;
2. The butterfly match-line structure of the present invention utilizes the butterfly-type connection to link different match lines; as the control signals are obtained from the front stages, not too many logic gates need to be added;
3. The XOR-based conditional keepers used in the present invention can reduce the delay time of the butterfly-type connection and achieve the best energy efficiency;
4. The XOR-based conditional keeper itself can provide a noise-tolerant function for the dynamic circuit and can also eliminate unnecessary power consumption. Those described above are the preferred embodiments to exemplify the present invention. However, it is not intended to limit the scope of the present invention. Any equivalent modification or variation according to the shapes, structures, characteristics and spirit of the present invention is to be also included within the scope of the claims of the present invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A plurality of memory cells allocated from said content-addressable memory;

2. The butterfly match-line structure according to claim 1, which can apply to a router.

3. The butterfly match-line structure according to claim 1, wherein one of said memory cells has 2N bits, and N is a positive integer.

4. The butterfly match-line structure according to claim 3, wherein all of said memory cells have 4 bits, 6 bits, or 8 bits.

5. The butterfly match-line structure according to claim 1, wherein when said at least one set of hierarchical match lines has four match lines, said memory cells interconnect as follows:

6. A search method implemented by a butterfly match-line structure, applying to a content-addressable memory and comprising the following steps:

   a. Utilizing at least one set of hierarchical match lines to cascade said memory cells with each pair of the diagonally-neighboring said memory cells of different said match lines linked to each other, wherein an output of said hierarchical match lines is coupled to an XOR-based conditional keeper, which not only provides a noise-tolerant function for a dynamic circuit but also reduces search time and power consumption at the same time to achieve best energy efficiency, and an OR-gate inverter coupled to an output of said XOR-based conditional keeper;

   b. Comparing one of said memory cells against an input signal; if a result is a match case, comparing a succeeding memory cell of said memory cell against said input signal; if the results are match cases, performing comparisons successively until a last one of said memory cells; and stopping the comparison operation if a miss case occurs by turning off succeeding memory cells; and each of said memory cells has 2N bits, and N is a positive integer.

7. The search method implemented by a butterfly match-line structure according to claim 6, which can apply to a router.

8. The search method implemented by a butterfly match-line structure according to claim 6, wherein one of said memory cells has 4 bits, 6 bits, or 8 bits.

9. The search method implemented by a butterfly match-line structure according to claim 6, wherein the output of said XOR-based conditional keeper is coupled to an OR-gate inverter.

10. A butterfly match-line structure, comprising:

   a. A plurality of memory cells allocated from a content-addressable memory;

   b. A plurality of match lines coupling the plurality of memory cells in a cascade structure, wherein the cascade structure comprises a plurality of sets of memory cells, each set comprising at least two parallel memory cells and at least two crossing match lines, further wherein crossing match lines connect different sets of diagonally offset memory cells;

   c. A plurality of XOR-based conditional keepers, connected to the plurality of memory cells respectively and receiving outputs of the plurality of the memory cells; and

   d. At least one OR-gate inverter, having at least two inputs, the at least two inputs receiving outputs from at least two different XOR-based conditional keepers.

11. The butterfly match-line structure according to claim 10, wherein the at least one OR-gate inverter generates a control signal according to the outputs from at least two different XOR-based conditional keepers, wherein each of the at least two different XOR-based conditional keepers is connected to a memory cell within a same set, and further wherein the control signal causes the memory cells at a succeeding set to turn off when a missing match occurs at a preceding set.